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Accelerating Performance

Change is happening fast…
Innovation growth
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European financial stability

Company longevity

European Financial Stability
Facility bond yield
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…and at multiple levels
World

Industry

Company

► By 2025, 46 of the global top 200
cities will be in China

► Increased societal push for
greener operations across the
whole supply chain

► Need for immediate businesscritical information drives
investment in data infrastructure, making all data
available, and possibly
information overload

► Nanotechnology will increase
computing capabilities, allowing
for brain-like devices
► Off-line will be a thing of the
past; increasingly people are
wearing and using devices that
are constantly connected
► In 2020, 4 out of 10 college
graduates across the globe will
be either Chinese or Indian
► Over the next two decades, 45%
of today’s American jobs could be
done by computers and robots

► Atomization of industries
driven by technologies like 3d
printing that change production
economics
► Service-related industries will
continue to grow compared to
manufacturing employment in
the developed economies
► The sharing economy will
continue to disrupt traditional
industries at a higher pace and
with a bigger reach

► Demographics and career
structures for employees are
changing, forcing companies to
totally revamp how they
approach talent and career
management
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But not all change is relevant or significant to every organization
Leaders need to determine not just the speed of change, but also its scope and significance to the
organization and its stakeholders, to prioritize what they will spend their time on

A fast, systemic and
important change
should be front of
mind for leaders

Systemic

Scope
Revolutionary
Contained

Speed
Evolutionary

A slowly evolving,
contained
technical change
is not necessarily
a board priority

Technical

Foundational

Significance

“You have to
separate the noise
level and the
normal stuff that
goes on from
fundamental shifts
that are taking
place, and then be
able to determine
how quickly those
shifts are going to
manifest or disrupt
what you’re doing”
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Chose your profit pool, and then out-accelerate the competition
Average margin

Difference between highest and lowest margin

Software & IT services
Beverages
Tobacco
Pharma & biotech
Technology hardware
Electricity
Travel & leisure
Media
Healthcare
Industrial metals & mining
Mobile telecoms
Chemicals
Oil & gas producers
Personal goods
Industrial engineering
Industrial transportation

The difference
between being
average in the
most and least
profitable
industries is 19
percentage points
of margin

Gas, water & multiutilities
General industrials
Fixed line telecoms
Oil equipment & services
Mining
Food producers

The average
difference between
the best and worst
performer within an
industry is 34
percentage points

Aerospace & defence
General retailers
Automobiles & parts
Food & drug retailers
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The same pattern holds across countries and regions too
Average margin

Difference between highest and lowest margin

China
India
LatAm
Switzerland
Other Asia
US
Canada
Nordics

The difference
between being
average in the most
and least profitable
country or region is
16 percentage
points of margin

UK
Other EU
Japan

The average
difference between
the best and worst
performer within a
country or region is
38 percentage
points

France
Germany
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The paradox of growth stops companies growing at scale
Of FT Global 500
companies
36% grew revenue
more quickly than the
average for the entire
FT Global 500

Scale

With growth comes
scale, scale brings
complexity, complexity
chokes growth

Strategic
Inflection
Point

20% grew, but more
slowly than the average for
the entire FT Global 500

44% shrank revenue

Time
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Acceleration is when you can Mobilize, Execute and Transform with Agility

M x E x T x A = Acceleration
Mobilize

… inspire aligned action based on a compelling purpose and
a simple set of strategic priorities

Execute

… fully harness and streamline resources to consistently
deliver excellence in the core business

Transform

… experiment and innovate to create new growth engines
and to reinvent existing businesses ahead of the market

Agility

… spot opportunities and threats, adapt and pivot at a faster
pace than competitors to create competitive advantage
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Acceleration helps companies, teams and leaders win
► Organizations are the enablers of
acceleration. Research conducted at
MIT suggests that accelerating firms
grow revenue 37% faster and
generate 30% higher profits than
derailing ones

Organization

► Teams are the engines of acceleration.
Accelerating teams move faster and
deliver 22.8% better performance
than derailing teams. Top teams are
the ‘rate limiting factor’. No matter
what the acceleration capacity of the
organization, it can’t move faster than
the top team moves

Team

► The single biggest driver of
acceleration is the quality of leadership.
Star performers are up to four times
more productive than their peers

Individual
leaders
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Accelerating companies outperform
Market capitalization in billions

3-Year Average Growth Rate and
Company Acceleration

5000
4000
Median

3000
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0
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Derailing
non
accelerated

Accelerating
acelerated

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Operating Income
Derailing

Sales
Accelerating

% of respondents citing this benefit
Faster response to changing market conditions

72

Overall improved organizational efficiency

55

Improved customer satisfaction

54

More profitable business results

44

Organizational changes made more quickly

38

Faster completion of projects
Improved employee satisfaction

29
27

Cost savings

25

Improved risk identification and mitigation

25

Source: Compustat, BCG value center, BCG Analysis; Achieving Strategic Speed, Forum 2009; Organizational Agility, PMI, 2012.
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Accelerating teams deliver more value to the bottom line
Most teams aren’t accelerating…

…but accelerating teams make a lot more money
High performance threshold

31%

28.5%

22.8% increase
Accelerating team

19.5%

Derailing team
13%
8%

Derailing

Lagging

Coasting

Moving

Accelerating

Team Acceleration

It’s worse at the top…

….but better close to customers

% of teams

34%

22%

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0
Performance

31%

25%

24%
15%
9%

6%

Lagging

Coasting

Moving

Accelerating

8%

17%
13%

5%

Derailing

Lagging

Coasting

Moving

Accelerating

Team Acceleration

Team Acceleration
Director level and above (n=311)

25%

20%
16%

19%

12%

Derailing

37%

33%

30%

Below director level (n=534)

Non-customer facing

Customer facing

Source: Heidrick & Struggles – TAQ research
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Accelerating leaders help their organizations succeed
Accelerating leaders are in short supply
7%

2.0

1.9

1

1

Revenue Growth

93%

Profit Growth

Companies with derailing leaders

Leadership bench

Companies with accelerating leaders

Derailing

Accelerating

Accelerating leaders defined as those that can combine and balance four qualities (META):

1

The ability to Mobilize
a network of internal /
external stakeholders
around a common
purpose, ambition and
strategy

2

Efficiently Execute on
the strategic priorities

3

Lead Transformational
change

With Agility

4

Source: The Rise of the Network Leader, CEB 2014.
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Drag factors – the speed bumps that reduce acceleration
Mobilize

Execute

Transform

Internal focus

Complexity

Fear

Organization: Chronic service
failures, high customer attrition,
overtaken by market disruptions

Organization: Too many
layers, unjustified process variation

Organization: Missed
value opportunities, same mistakes
repeated

Teams: Poor integration between
projects and metrics, complicated
decision processes

Individual leaders: Transactional
customer relationships, missed
market opportunities

Individual leaders: Too many
projects and metrics, too much
time in meetings

Teams: Waiting to be told what to
do, lack of experimentation
Individual leaders: Play it safe;
scared to experiment; low tolerance
for mistakes/failure

Agility

Innovation

Teams: No shared ownership for
resolving service failures

Simplicity

Customer first
Fatigue

Unclear
Accountability

Complacency

Inertia

Organization: KPIs on red, key
projects delayed

Organization: Overlapping
accountabilities, poor performance
tolerated

Organization: Acceptance
of mediocrity, taking too long to
remove poor performers

Organization: Slow to
adapt to market changes,
analysis/paralysis

Teams: Missed deadlines and
deliverables, blaming others

Teams: Avoidance of conflict;
group-think, accept mediocre
thinking, arrogance

Teams: Lack of urgency, old
solutions to new problems

Individual leaders: Victim
mentality; reward effort not impact

Individual leaders: Avoid straight
talking, conflict and feedback

Individual leaders: Closed
mindset; slow to adapt, low levels
of resilience

Challenge

Ownership

Individual leaders:
Disengagement, stress and burnout

Agility

Teams: Reluctance to step up,
minimal effort, slow progress

Energising Leadership
Confusion

Skills Gaps

Competition

Organization: Unclear
purpose; strategy and messaging
too complex

Organization: Weak talent
pipeline, losing the best
people

Organization: Silos & politics

Teams: Lack of shared purpose;
competing agendas

Teams: Weak team members, poor
succession pipeline

Individual leaders: Lack of
shared purpose and ambition; too
many priorities

Individual leaders: Poor talent
magnets, no diversity, avoid tough
people decisions

Individual leaders: Focus on own
agenda; hoard information, distrust
others

Teams: In-fighting, silos,
competing agendas

Collaboration

Winning Capabilities

Clarity
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Drive factors – what you need to do to accelerate

Organization: No bureaucracy,
lean processes and streamlined
structure

Organization: Culture of
idea generation, experimenting,
failing fast, and learning

Teams: Efficient project
governance, clear lines of authority,
targeted metrics

Teams: Seek new ideas from
multiple sources, fail and learn fast

Organization: Meritocracy,
delivery culture

Organization: Highest
performance expectations,
quick to act on under-performance

Teams: Individual and collective
accountability, proactive support
and challenge
Individual leaders: take
responsibility for success and
failure; demonstrate and evoke
accountability

Fatigue
Clarity

Winning
Capabilities

Organization: everyone
aligned and committed to purpose,
vision and shared objectives

Organization: Talent magnet, great
talent development processes, spoilt
for choice re talent

Teams: shared purpose, agreed
priorities and trade offs

Teams: Best talent in key roles,
synergy between team members

Individual leaders: Purposeful,
compelling ambition, clear
messaging & clear priorities

Individual leaders: Attract &
develop the best, diverse talent;
make tough people decisions

Agility
Agility

Teams: high quality debate,
embrace paradox, ability to rupture
and repair relationships
Individual leaders: stretch
others’ thinking, facilitate frank
debate; provide frank feedback

Organization: Nimble
and adaptable, firing on all
cylinders
Teams: Execution bias, change
orientation, active learning
Individual leaders: Curious,
visionary, adaptable, resilient

Collaboration
Organization: Work as one
organization, joined up processes,
smooth hand-offs
Teams: Collective ownership,
sharing and transparency
Individual leaders: Contribute to
others’ success ; trust others;
enterprise-wide mind-sets

Competition

Individual leaders: Strong role
models who inspire others to bring
their best performance

Challenge

Unclear Accountability

Teams: Focused, aligned,
proactive, compelling

Ownership

Complacency

Organization: High energy buzz,
empowerment at every level

Individual leaders: Curious;
courage to experiment and disrupt;
quick to learn from failure

Inertia

Individual leaders: Simple
metrics; streamlined governance

Internal focus
Energizing
Leadership

Transform
Innovation

Complexity

1
Organization: always
responsive to changing
customer demands, low
customer attrition, consistent
service excellence
Teams: customer led decision
making, joined up service across
teams
Individual leaders: embedded
customer relationships, innovate
with customers ahead of the market

Execute
Simplicity

Fear

Mobilize
Customer first
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Skills gaps

Confusion
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What companies do to accelerate
Mobilize
Customer first
a) Immerse yourself in the
customer experience
b) Co-innovate with
customers
c) Gear measurement
systems to start with
customers and follow
with finance
Energizing Leadership
a) Role model urgency
b) Stop ‘sucking up’
accountability
c) Use purpose as your fuel

Clarity
a) Articulate an audacious
objective
b) Repeat the narrative
c) List your priorities on
one hand

Execute

Transform
Innovation

Simplicity
a) Digitize
b) Reduce layers
c) Let simple , consistent
and scalable be your
watchwords

a) Protect the space to
innovate
b) Invest with courage
c) Emphasize speed to
adoption

Challenge

Agility

a) Speak truth to power
b) Harness the power of
doubt
c) Keep your people healthy

a) Build a foresight driven
organization
b) Make your organization a
learning machine
c) HQ to add pace to the
businesses

Ownership
a) Develop a culture of
commitment
b) Introduce resource
fluidity
c) Think like an activist

Collaboration

Winning Capabilities
a) Be a talent magnet
b) Become distinguished for
your investment in
people
c) Think of business units
as guests, not family

Agility

a) Build winning teams
b) Be one firm
c) Celebrate talent net
exporters
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Beware the Acceleration Trap

Falling into the acceleration trap can harm
performance, productivity, and retention
►

►

A constant, frenetic pace saps employee
motivation and scatters the company’s
focus, which can confuse customers and
threaten the brand
Exhaustion and resignation can begin to
blanket the company, and the best
employees defect

Acceleration does not mean doing
everything more quickly
►

Do not make furious pace the new normal

►

Only increase the number and speed of
activities, raise performance goals, shorten
innovation cycles, and introduce new
management technologies or organizational
systems when it is needed

Source: “The Acceleration Trap”, Bruch and Menges, HBR, April 2010 issue
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Accelerating Performance … four META capabilities

Four META Capabilities are Required to Accelerate

Ripple Intelligence:
Connecting the dots and
joining things in order to
take purposeful action

Execute

Mobilize

Resource Fluidity:
Constantly optimizing the
matching of resources to
opportunities

META
Capabilities

Level 4 Flow:
Finding value-creating
solutions to apparent tradeoffs and paradoxes

Transform

Agility

Liquid Leadership:
Leading in a networked, fluid
manner, rather than using
hierarchical command and
control

17
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Mobilize - Ripple intelligence

The ability to discern and
connect disparate events,
discover patterns, and
anticipate distant threats or
opportunities. The ability to
chart a way forward imbued
with purpose.

Some apparently disconnected events may combine
in unexpected ways and create industry-changing
trends (e.g. environmental concerns, emergence of
a middle class in emerging economies and
urbanization are affecting the car industry)

Large, fast and immediate trends can
sometimes distract from slower but
ultimately more important changes (e.g.
today’s oil price may not be that important
for longer term trends in the car industry)
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Execute – Resource Fluidity

Being able to simultaneously
develop both the talent and
opportunity lifecycles, and to
match the right talent to the
right opportunities in real
time.

Acquire
Spot
Develop

Value Opportunities

Spot
Match

Exit

Talent Opportunities

Acquire

Exit
Develop

19
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Transform – Level 4 Flow
Difficulty of
Problem

Being able to embrace apparent
paradoxes as a source of value,
rather than trying to just
manage trade-offs or avoiding
the difficulty od the decision.
The ability to find the ‘strategic
unlock’ that reframes the
problem.

Strategic

Hard –
competing,
compelling
options

Moderate –
trade-offs to
be made

Simple or
urgent

Dictate

Negotiate

Engage

Create

Collaboration
Style
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Agility – Liquid Leadership

The ability to lead in a fluid manner,
not being bound by hierarchical
command and control systems.
Hierarchy at any level is one of the
main drags on acceleration; leaders
need to be able to lead in a way that
leverages networks and informal
relationships

The liquid leader uses
networks, empowerment
and informal
relationships to drive
collaboration and change
at speed

Working through the
hierarchy, using power
and control, takes time,
risks messages being
diluted or changed, and
can make collaboration
harder
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Q&A
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